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NON-EXISTENCE OF SELF. CONJUGATE PARTICLES 

Huan Lee 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
' .. University of California 

Berkeley, California 

April 17, 1967 

ABSTRACT 
'. ':", -

,. ," 

,.; 

It ispr;~ed that in the usual local fieldtheory"or'.<:.· 
, .... , • '.:. J " . 

particles, one .cannot,for any value of ordinary 'sI>in~' CQ~struct' 

the fieldscorres:p~nding to the particles. of a . self-c()njugate · .. A· . .. . . , . 

multiplet of half~~ntegral isospin (SMHI). An analogous re- > ',,:. 

suIt is obtained in the analytic S-matrix framework, where. ','" 

the requirement of isospin invariance and crossing symmetry 

precludes the existence of SMHI particles of any spin. 

Interesting physical implications and generalizations of this' 

result to higher internal symmetry are discussed. 

" .• ' .. ' 
. ,,', "" 
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Recently it has been shown by Carruthersl that the field 

. operators corresponding to spinless bosons of a self-conjugate 

isomultiplet with half-integral isospin are non-local: if. locality 

is demanded, then one cannot construct such fields. We shall 

generalize this result to the particles, with any spin, of a self-

conjugate multiplet of half-integral isospin (SMHI). furthermore 

we shall prove in the S-matrix framework that isospin symmetry 

plus the usual crossing property entail that all scattering ampli-

tudes involving any particles of an SMHI must vanish. Interesting 

physical implications of this result, and gerieralization to higher 

symmetry are also discussed. 

Throughout this paper, by a,selt-conjugate multiplet we 

mean an irreducible multiplet that contains the antiparticle of· 

.each particle contained in the multiplet. Consider a self-conjugate 

isomultiplet of spin· j and isospin I. Let a~(E'cr) and aa(E'cr) 

be the creation and annihilation operators of the free particle 

multiplet with momentum p and spin component cr, where a denotes 
N 

the I -component. Isospin symmetry is expressed by 
z 

= L D~~ (u) aa' (p,cr) , 
a' ,..., . 

(1) 

where U(u) is the unitary operator in Hilbert space that 

represents the SU(2) transformation u, and D (I) (u) is the 

standard irreducible representation matrix2 with dimension (2I+l). 
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The. adjo~nt of (1) is 
':"; -. 

, " 

.,., 

Now we construct the .... (2j+l)-component field in the" 

usual way3 

1;:(x) a . 

or (0, j ) irreducible representation . 
,.,. "," .' . .~- ";' .. ,. 

of homogeneous Lorentz group, and " L(p) .' is a b~ost which tak~~ a 
.. ,,(\,1 

";'-"', 

,.' 
particle of mass m from rest to momentum p; and ·C·.isa ;" 

. ~ 

(2j+l) x (2j+l) matrix with the properties 

(4) 

such that for any rotation R and boost L(p) we have 
N 

D(j) * [In' =CD(j)[RlC-l '. . . : 

(5) '. 

and 

D (j )*:[J~,(p) 'j =CD (j ) [LC -p) ] -1 (6) C ; 
" 

N N . ~. .: .. 
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, ~. t 
[Iii t(~,a) Ja stands for ~ Hoo'~' (~,a), where H is some 

matrix to be determined by the locality condition. We assume 

now, on the basis of their particle interpretation, that the .. a's 

and at's satisfy either the usual commutation ([ J+) 2!. 

anticommutation ([ J) rules: 

with all other vanishing. It is then easy to workout the 

commutators. or anticommutator s for the field defined by (3): 

x t {Dcr),.(DC-1)o.),. Ha'a exp[ip'(x-y)] ~ (DC-1)o),. Do.),. 

x Hm' e.xp[ -ip' (x-y) l} 
= (211) -3 C . . J ,d3

p, {. (_1)2 j Hrv,rv exp rip· (x-y n 
aa' 2Po . ..... u. 

• Hm' exp[ -ip'(x-y) l}. (8) 

4 
It ia well known that such an integral will vanish for space-like 

(x-y) if, and only if, the coefficients of the two exponentials 
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are equal and opposite, Le., 

or in matrix form 

H. = ± (_1)2j tV 
H • 

. . . .' ........ t .. 
In deriving (8) we have used (4), (6),and D(j)[L(P)] =D(j) [L(p)]. 

;v . -v 

Similarly we obtain 

" ,.' . 

.) 
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{exp[iP'(X-Y)] + (_1)2
j (!mt)oo,eXP[-iP'(X-Y)~ . 

(11) 

In order that (11) vanish outside the light-cone we must. have 

(12) 

Since HHt = - Iis absurd., (12) tells us we must take the. 

normal connection between spin and statistics. Hence we can 

express (9) and (12) together as 

HH* = HHt = I 

On the other hand, if we use (1) and (2) in (3) and require 

that cf.(x) transform under SU(2) irreducibly, 
(J 

we obtain 

\. 
=L 

a' 

(I) ,.p'. 
Doo ' (u) If' (J (x), 

(14) 
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The most general H satisfying (14) is of the forn? 

( ')I+O: . 
Hoo' fI -1 ..• 0a, -a' , 

where . fl' is an arbitrary complex number. . But (15 ) implies' 

which is incompatible with (13) if 2I is an odd integer. The proof 

for 2(2j+l)-component fields and other' general 'reducible .. (in 

spin space) spin fields follow in the sanie manner. . Hence we 

conclude that, in the framework of the usual local field theory 

of particles, one cannot construct the free fields corresponding to 

the particles of any SMHI. 

Jin6 has recently attempted to generalize Carruther's 

result to higher spin. He starts with a field which satisfies 

T* 
:::: fla ¢ -a(x) , (16) 

where ( )
T+o: . 

~ -1 " and~ is independent of a and satisfies 

I~ I-i. But (18) immediately implieS ¢a(x)!E 0 for half

integral T. For, taking the adjoint of (18), we get 

;...: 
,." 

" 
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/. 
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I 

hencE! 

, " 

and hence 

,,1~( .. )T-a '. ~ i~ ( ) T-+a . T* 
!; .. l ::: .. S -1 == ~ 'fla . 10 

. ...1. 

Since ¢~(x) is identic&1ly zero, the arguments of Jin involving 

the Kallen·-Lehmam representation are superfluous. 

The foregoing dlscussion is based on the general framework 

of local field theory and on the usual connections between particles 

and. fields. '!'he quest.ion t.hus at-i.ses whether a physically mON~ 

direct conc1usion cati be made in the s-matrix framewdrk j 

which spec:1.fically avoids pi'oblerils concerning the connec Hon bet\leetl 

particles and fields. We shail show hext that if the S-rr~trix 

possesses isospih symmetry and the usual crossing property, then 

par'Hcles bf sMH! ~'dtthttdt ekist. ih such a theory. 

The tlrossihg property o.r the S-inat.r.ixp which can be 

derived'7'froni the aSBuhlpHcma of (1) superposition principle; 

·1 
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(2) unitarity;(5) conneotedness structure, (l~) Lorentz in~ 

variance,and (5) analyticity on mass shell, can be expressed 

as8 

Here <~ ·IMI··) represents a 'scattering amplitudc;.th,e .:K's'::'! 

denote arbitrary sets of particles which are not crossed, the 

(18) 

(19) 

symbol Ba designates a particle of type a in an isoJ:D,u1 tipl~t 

wi th I = a and' I = 0:;. and a rv designates its antiparticle. 
Z " - .... 

The· vector p(-p) i~ the momentum of aa(i.a ); and ~ is a 

phase factor that is independent of p but depends on8 a and a, 

The dependence of the crossing phase on spin is irrelevant here, 

and is suppressed. It we write ,,= ~(B.,a) in (18) and '" = ",(~, .. Ci) 

in (19), thus eXhibiting the dependence on the crossed particle in 
, 

a definite way, then the equality of the factors '" in (18) and 

(19) is the statement 

~(,aJa) = ~(,i, -0:) • (20) 

Isospin symmetry is expressed as9 



(a ••• b I M I c' ••• d) = a ~. r,' 8 

It has been Shown8 that the most general form of 

compatible with both (18) and (21) is 

A(a,a) 

UCRL-17513 

(21) 

A(a,a) 

(22) 

where Aa is independent of a and can be selected arbitrarily' 

for a given multiplet a. 

, Up to this point Eqs. (18) through (22) are completely , 

general; now if we let a be an SMHI, then the multiplet labels 

a and a are identical in these equations, and in particular 

we can write (20) as 

A(a,a) = A(a,-a) . 

But (23) is incompatible with (22) since the l~tter implies 

A(a,a) 

= -A(a, -a) . (24) 

Thus we shall have a contradiction unless all the scattering 
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amplitudes involving particles of SMHI vanish identically. 

This result is, however, physically equivalent to the statement 

that particles of SMHI do not exist in the theory since we 

can never establish a set of non-interacting particles as an 

isomultiplet. 

In conclusion we make the following remarks: 

(a) Although our S-matrix proof is based on exact sYmmetry, 

it can be used as an explanation why self-conjugate mesons with 
, 10 

half-integral isospin are absent from the family of the strongly' 

interacting particles. The usual belief is that strongly inter-

acting particles will obey the exact SU(2) symmetry if the 

electromagnetic interaction is "turned off". Now by our result 

above, mesons of any SMHI do not interact through pure strong 
, ~l 

interaction at all but only through electro~gnetic interaction; 

since the latter does not obey isospin symmetry even in the 

approximate sense, we would never recognize these mesons as members 

in an isomul tiplet. " 

(b) The method presented here can be applied to higher internal 

symmetry as well. Whether an irreducible self-conjugate multiplet 

is allowed or not depends on the existence of a matrix H satisfying 

(13) : and ' 

L H(,{A D~Vr)*(g) Hr-~ :: D~~) (g) , 
~,r ""1-' I-' 

" 

, " 
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where D(v)(g) is the irreducible representation characterized 

by v and g in any member of the symmetry group in question; 

now ~ is a set of· quantum numbers which specifies a state. 

For example in the case of SU(3), it is easy to show that when

* ever D and D are equivalent irreducible representations, there 

12·· -
always exist a conjugation matrix that satisfies both (13) and 

(25). In contrast to the case of SU(2), hereal~ the possible 

irreducible self-conjugate multiplets (i.e., those with a regular 

hexagonal weight diagram) are allowed. 

(c) Notice that in the proofs presented above, parity does not 

enter. In a theory where parity is conserved, we. have only self-

conjugatebosons to consider; fermion andantifermion must have 

opposite parity, hence they cannot belong to the same irreducible 

multiplet. 
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